Abstract. In this paper we shall consider the factorization of positive cones of order n of a von Neumann algebra. Namely, we shall show the existence of a ♦-subalgebra inducing the positive cone of order n of a von Neumann algebra.
Let M be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H. It is known that a positive cone Mn(M)+ (= (M ® M")+), where M" denotes an algebra of all n x n matrices, coincides with the convex hull of all elements [x*Xj] for Xj e M. We shall find a *-subalgebra N of M such that a positive cone of order n is generated by all elements [a*c*caj] for a,• e N, c e M. We may then say that the cone is factorized by N. The purpose of this paper is to consider when a positive cone of order n can be factorized or not. The factorization of a self-dual cone in the Hilbert space associated with a standard form of a von Neumann algebra was already shown in [4] . We shall use the books of Pedersen [5] and Takesaki [8] as references of concepts and results of operator algebras.
We begin with the following definition, in which we consider two convex cones of order n . We immediately obtain the following examples from the above proposition. Proof. We may assume that M has a cyclic and separating trace vector c;o. It is known in the theory of standard forms (see [6, Lemma 1.1]) that P" = co{[x*Xj£o] e M"(H)\Xi e M} is a self-dual cone in a Hilbert space M"(H); that is, the dual cone P'n = {{ e M"(H)\(Z, rj) > 0 for all n e P"} of P" coincides with itself. Put Qn = co{[a* c* caj£o]\ai e N, c e M} and R" = {[Zij] e Mn(H)\ YH,j=x aiJajJZij e P for every ax, ... , an e N}, where / denotes an isomorphic involution and P a self-dual cone in H related to c;o .
We then have Qn c P" c Rn , Qn C Q'n, and Q'n = Rn . One easily sees that Qn = Pn implies R" = Pn . Conversely, R" = P" implies Qn = Pn by using the Hahn-Banach Theorem. Hence we have the desired result by virtue of the following facts: For X\ j e M and a, € M, we have (ii) Take an element [Xjj] in Dn(N®I). By identifying A with L°°(T,p), where T is a locally compact Hausdorff space and p is a positive Radon measure in r, each x,^}■ e M ® A is expressed as xij= xij(y)dp(y),
where Xij(y) is an element of M. We then have, for any a, € N,
Since // is separable, we have YU j=x a*ixi,j(y)aj ^ 0 locally /z-almost everywhere by [8, Proposition IV.7 .12]. Since N is separable in the strong topology, the above inequality holds for all a, e N. By assumption, we havex, j(>>) for a{p\q e C and Xy' e C. We then obtain the following equality:
■at Oi r{,-
.0 a, J Ld;m. We now obtain the following two theorems by using the above discussion, in which we investigate the factorization of positive cones of order n of a finite von Neumann algebra of type I and an injective factor. We note here that a maximal abelian von Neumann subalgebra on H having a cyclic vector is maximal abelian in B(H) (see, for example, [5, Proposition 2.8.3]). The above theorem shows that there exists a *-subalgebra N of an injective factor M of type II or III satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) and having no cyclic vector.
Finally, we shall state the following remark for a completely positive map. Recall that a positive linear map 0 of a von Neumann algebra Mx to M2 is said to be completely positive if, for every natural number n, a multiplicity map (j>® l" maps a positive cone in M"(MX) into a positive cone in Mn(M2). for every ax, ... , an e N , c e Mx, and b\, ... ,bne N2.
